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The significance of the Montreal Protocol lies on three main points: first, united action and universal membership of
198 parties to the ozone treaties to achieve results; second, right science and an agreement on finance and
technology to reconcile nations’ different needs and act as one on a global challenge; third, patience for more than
thirty years to see the positive results of the concerted actions, a time scale that needs to be factored in, in
international negotiations. Its success lies on the interaction between science, policy and diplomacy. In my
presentation, I will refer to the role of science in four different aspects of the Montreal Protocol:

In its making,
In its evolution,
In the changing of its mandate with the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol,
In the accountability phase of the Montreal Protocol as demonstrated via the unexpected increases of
CFC11.

I will elaborate on the questions, the discussions and the responses that policy makers had in addressing the issue
of the unexpected emissions of CFC11 when it was brought to them through a scientific discovery. I will go further
and wonder whether there is a fifth way that science can contribute to foreshadow policy by bringing together
diverse policy issues, multilateral treaties and Conventions with different mandates through coordinating common
scientific interests in observations and modelling that can apply to more than one environmental or even another
objective.
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